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Buildings
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The Immediate Response

Decision to deploy the USAR Task Force made 
at 2230

TF1 assembled at its base in Palmerston North 
by 0030 and on the road by 0130 (29 members 
+ equipment cache)

Arrived in Gisborne 0730

Briefed by local Fire Service and then by the 
CDEM Group Controller by 0830

Building Safety Evaluation process underway by 
0930

The Objective

From the CDEM Controller

• Establish which parts of the CBD could be 
safely re-opened for trading that day

• (Police) reducing the broad area cordon to 
building-specific barricades

The Process

Placarding from the draft updated 
NSZEE Building Safety Evaluation 
Guidelines

Four field inspection teams were formed, 
each comprising

– Structural engineer
– GDC Building Control officers (2)
– USAR Task Force Technicians (2)



The Posting System

Post-Earthquake Building Safety Evaluation

INSPECTED:    No restriction on Use or Occupancy

RESTRICTED USE: No entry except on essential business

UNSAFE: Do Not enter or occupy

The Outcomes

Friday 21

1300: 23 Red (Unsafe) and 11 
(Restricted Entry) placards posted

1330: Walk-through of the main street 
with the Controllers, Police and 
engineers



The Outcomes

Friday 21

1300: 23 Red (Unsafe) and 11 
(Restricted Entry) placards posted

1330: Walk-through of the main street 
with the Controllers, Police and 
engineers

1500: CBD Tenants and Owners allowed 
into cordoned area to assess damage 
and do initial cleanups (not to trade; no 
public access)

The Outcomes

Saturday 22

0800: CBD open for business; barricades 
in place around red-tagged buildings

1400: Task Force returns to Palmerston
North

1500: GDC issuing Dangerous Building 
Notices to remaining placarded buildings

1715: declaration lifted



Recommended Operating Structure

Building Safety 
Evaluation Leader

Support Staff

Inspection Teams

Sector Co-ordinator
(Domestic/ Residential)

Sector Co-ordinator
(Commercial / Industrial)

Induction & 
Technical 

Advice

Sector Co-ordinator
(Critical Facilities)
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Post-Earthquake Building Safety Evaluation Key Learnings and Issues (1)

An induction process for field teams is essential, 
plus a log sheet of inspectors and a field 
operations guide

Placards relate to tenancies, and not necessarily 
to buildings as a whole

A suitable technology platform for recording 
assessments and postings is essential

– Must link field processes with Council database
– The importance of up to date mapping displays

Key Learnings and Issues (2)

How the Building Safety Evaluation 
process should transition back into 
‘Business as Usual’ building control 
mechanisms via Dangerous Building 
Notices

– CDEM Act → Building Act

The Building Safety Evaluation process 
needs proper pre-event preparation by 
TAs if it is going to be effective



Key Learnings and Issues (3)

The Post-earthquake Building Safety 
Evaluation guidelines and arrangements 
have always lacked ownership and 
leadership from a central govt agency
– Hence lack of effective local govt takeup
– Both pre-event material and training and post-

event operational assistance is required by TAs

Recommendation that the Department of 
Building and Housing step up and take 
responsibility as the logical lead agency
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